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General Properties of Diodes
Equipment
1
1
1
1
1
1

Modular Circuits
Modular Current Sensor
Voltage Sensor
4mm Banana Plug Cords-Red Set of 5
Required but not included:
550 Universal Interface
PASCO Capstone

EM-3536-KIT
EM-3534
UI-5100
SE-9750
UI-5001

Introduction
The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the characteristic curves (I vs.V) of various types
of diodes and to determine their “turn-on” voltages.

Theory
A diode (or p-n junction rectifier) is an electronic device which allows current to flow in only
one direction. As can be seen in the characteristic curve of the diode in Figure 1, when the
voltage drop across the diode is negative (called reverse bias), no current flows (except for a very
small reverse current). When the voltage becomes
positive, no current flows until a “turn on” voltage is
exceeded (for the case shown at about 0.5 V). From
then on, a very small increase in voltage results in a
very large increase in current. Note that here we have
defined positive voltage to be that which causes
current flow. In terms of a circuit diagram an arrow is
used to indicate a diode as in Figure 2, and current
flows only in the direction of the arrow. So current
would flow if the red side of VA was positive with
respect to the black side by more than about 0.5 V.
From Figure 1 it is clear that the “turn on” voltage is
somewhat arbitrary and we take it to be the voltage
where the current exceeds 2.0 mA.
A light-emitting diode emits light as current passes
through the diode.
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Figure 1: Characteristic Curve
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Figure 2: Diode Circuit

Figure 4: Close-up of Diode Setup

Figure 3: Complete Circuit

Setup
1. Setup the circuit shown in Figures 2, 3 & 4 using the 100 Ω resistor.
2. Attach patch cords from the Output on the 550 Universal Interface to the banana jacks on
the circuit module. Observe the polarity shown so the red patch cord attaches to the jack
by the right end of the diode.
3. Attach a Voltage Sensor to Analog Input A on the 550 Universal Interface. Its red end
should attach to the red patch cord from the Output. Attach an alligator clip to the black
end, clip it to the connector clip at the left end of the diode.
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4. Turn on the Wireless Current Module and connect it to the software. Open the properties
of the Current Module and choose the 100-mA range.
5. Click open the Signal Generator at the left of the screen. Set the Output for a Triangle
Waveform with a Frequency of 0.1 Hz and an amplitude of 8 V. Click Auto. Click the
Signal Generator again to close the panel.
6. Set the common sample rate to 200 Hz. Set a stop condition of 10 seconds.
7. Create a graph of the Current vs. Voltage, Ch A.
8. Create a table with three columns (as shown below) and create user-entered data sets
called “System”, “Voltage at +1 mA” with units of V, and “Voltage at -1 mA” with units
of V.

Table I: Diode Data
System
Diode
Red LED
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Voltage at + 1mA
(V)

Voltage at - 1mA
(V)
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Procedure
1. Click RECORD. Data collection will stop automatically after the entire curve has been
traced (10 s).
2. Click on the Scale-to-Fit icon on the graph toolbar.
3. Click open Data Summary and re-label this run as “Diode”.
4. Repeat for the LED module. Note that there is a protection resistor in the LED module so
there is no need for an additional resistor in the circuit.

Analysis
1. Click on the black triangle by the multicolored Run Select icon in the graph toolbar and
select the “Diode” run. If necessary, click the Scale-to-Fit icon.
2. Click on the Coordinate icon.
3. Move the Coordinate tool to the point where the current is 1.00 mA or as close as
possible. Read the Voltage to two decimal places and record it in Table I in the “Voltage
at +1 mA) column.
4. Repeat for the LED.

Conclusions
1. Create a graph of Voltage vs. Current. Do the diodes obey Ohm’s Law? How do you
know?
2. Click the Run Select icon to allow display of multiple runs. Select the “Diode” and “Red
LED” runs. Click on the Selection icon and select the positive section of each data set.
Apply a linear fit to find the resistances of the diodes and record the values in the box
below.
3. Why is the resistance of the LED so much greater than the diode?
4. What is the resistance of the diode for negative values of the voltage?
5. Considering that the turn-on voltage for the LED included the voltage across the 330 Ω
resistor when the current was 0.001 A, use Ohm's Law to calculate how much of the turnon voltage was across the 330 Ω resistor. What is the actual turn-on voltage for just the
LED alone?
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